Dear IEEE GLOBECOM 2008 Author,

We are planning to have an Author’s Breakfast from 7:00 AM until 8:00 AM during Symposium days (Monday-Wednesday, Dec. 1-3, 2008) at IEEE GLOBECOM 2008. This mandatory breakfast is for Session Chairs and authors presenting that day. If a paper has multiple authors, only the author making the actual presentation should attend the Breakfast.

This is a working Breakfast, and all presenting authors are expected to attend the Breakfast so as to ensure that the Sessions run as smoothly as possible. Please arrive at the Breakfast no later than 7:15 AM so that all of the necessary business can be concluded promptly. Each Symposium Session will be at a separate table; please find the table with the session number in which your paper will be presented. Please bring a copy of your presentation on a USB stick or CD so that a backup will be available should you have computer problems. Authors are expected to bring laptops with their presentations loaded to the sessions (but not necessarily the breakfast). If you are unable to do this, please let us know immediately, as the conference is not providing computers. Also please bring a brief written Biography so that the Session Chair may introduce you properly. At this time, the Session Chair will also provide any last-minute instructions to presenters. Any remaining questions you have will also be answered at this time.

We appreciate your contribution to the IEEE GLOBECOM 2008 Conference and look forward to meeting you in New Orleans!
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